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ABSTRACT

Internet of things devices are increasingly replacing expensive monitoring devices in many environments such as
healthcare. People can eventually own their data, collected from smart personal devices, store them in a variety
of cloud services, and make them available to service providers of their choice. In such cases, whenever service
providers use these data to provide appropriate services, the data owner may become responsible for ensuring
the integrity of data retrieved from multiple points. We present a Hierarchical Data Integrity (HDI) approach to
verify if the data, sent by monitoring devices to the cloud, remain unchanged. It is hierarchical as follows: there
is a quick verification of the integrity of recent health data (in less than 1 ms), followed if necessary by a low
overhead secure option for verifying the integrity of both recent and historical data (still only in 6.1 ms). Further,
the hierarchy allows granular identification of data units that fail integrity checks, without requiring any key sharing.
It is possible for a data owner to periodically (randomly) use a more secure process to verify the integrity of data.
This reduces the computation, storage, and time of integrity verification as shown by analysis, simulation, and
hardware implementation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Internet of Things (IoT) devices are increasingly being
used to supplement or replace expensive monitoring
devices. In the near future, the environment around us
is likely to see a profound transformation that can lead
to a better quality of life, higher efficiencies through
less waste, and reduced costs. This transformation
(described in [58] for healthcare and paraphrased here)
will involve user ownership of data that is generated
(mostly) on their premises by a variety of wearable
devices (”things” in IoT) and sophisticated, yet not very
expensive connected health devices. In examples of
healthcare scenarios, the connected health devices could

include blood pressure monitoring1, electrocardiogram
sensors2, ultrasound probes3 and even inexpensive DNA
sequencing chips4 that can identify inherited genes and
chromosomes (that may impact a patient’s well being
through drugs that are effective or alert them to those that
are dangerous to particular classes of patients). Although
ensuring the self-integrity5 of data being transmitted

1 https://health.nokia.com/us/en/blood-pressur
e-monitor

2 https://www.alivecor.com
3 see https://www.lumify.philips.com/web/
4 http://www.thermofisher.com
5 The data are correct and there are no flaws in generating or

measuring data at any time so that the knowledge that is gained from
different parts of the data (measurements of different variables or
different times of the same variable) make sense.
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from the health monitoring devices is not within the
scope of this paper, recent advances show that there is no
significant performance degradation between wearable
devices and expensive medical tracking devices [60];
therefore, the information coming from an IoT device
may be equivalent in merit to the information generated
by dedicated expensive medical devices. Much of these
data, while they may eventually be owned by a patient
in an unforgeable blockchain, are today maintained in
separate (perhaps multiple) cloud services that are owned
by the vendors of the smart devices. The vendors
may themselves be leasing storage, computation, and
algorithms from various cloud services like Amazon’s
AWS or Microsoft’s Azure or even lesser-known
companies6.

Data may have been corrupted in one or more of
the cloud services either accidentally or intentionally
(attacks). In either case, assessing the integrity of
owner-provided data, which resides in a variety of
manufacturer or vendor-owned cloud servers is an
important challenge. In [58], one of the envisaged
scenarios includes the data owner’s (e.g., patient) ability
to go to different providers at will, since they own the
data and are able to easily provide it to any service
provider (e.g., healthcare provider) of choice. While
each healthcare provider may set up relationships with
some of the device manufacturers, it is easier if the data
owner, who is at liberty to pick the manufacturer or
provider, can provide an assessment of the integrity of
the data retrieved from the cloud.

We present a fresh approach to verify if the data, sent
by monitoring devices to the cloud, remain unchanged
which we call Hierarchical Data Integrity or HDI.
An obvious way to verify the integrity of data from
a single source, stored in a single cloud, is to use
digital signatures on digests or integrity checks on
each data unit [56]. However, this method is not
efficient when the data may change rapidly over time.
Simple IoT devices may not be able to do the extensive
computation, store all data, or participate in sophisticated
cryptographic protocols including the key establishment
or certification verification. Furthermore, devices from
different vendors may send the data to the cloud service
associated with those providers – and so any integrity
verification method should be able to verify data from
multiple sources, stored in multiple cloud servers. As
described later, we assume an architecture where the
personal devices connect to a trusted owner gateway
(OGW) that forwards the data to the cloud/server. The
integrity of data, retrieved by a service provider through
a user gateway (UGW) can be verified at the owner’s

6 It has been reported that increasingly companies are relying on
multiple cloud providers (on average 8) for services [39].

gateway in a hierarchical manner. We interchangeably
call this service provider as trusted caregiver or third
party service provider below.

The data are maintained at different levels. Briefly,
the data are split into blocks, all blocks are inserted
into a concatenated Bloom Filter (explained later) and
further, a tree is created using the hash values of the
blocks. The Bloom Filter is stored in the owner’s
gateway and has a small footprint. The leaves of the
tree are omitted to save on storage, but a copy of
the rest of the tree (which includes keyed-hash values
(HMAC)) is stored in the cloud. To check if the data
remain unchanged, the owner’s gateway first checks
whether retrieved blocks “belong” using the Bloom
Filter. If so, data integrity is assumed (there will
be a very small false-positive rate). If the data are
found not to belong (due to the concatenated Bloom
Filter features/limitations or because the data have been
modified accidentally or otherwise), or need to be
checked further periodically even if they belong, part
of the tree associated with the retrieved blocks will be
rebuilt and checked against the stored tree. This method
can efficiently distinguish the source of mismatch even
with dynamic data. Considering the fact that the hash key
remains only in the owner’s gateway, this method does
not require any key establishment between any parties.
This hierarchical scheme of the tree and Bloom Filter
reduces the time to verify integrity, storage space, and
computational complexity, at the price of introducing
False Negatives (FN) (i.e., records that exist but may fail
an integrity check).

One may argue that the alternative simple solution
for verifying integrity in the cloud is to keep a list
of Message Authentication Codes (MACs) in the cloud
along with the data. However, it has multiple problems
that are solved with HDI. In our scheme, the owner’s
gateway is the only fully trusted party that can change the
data and the temporary access that the trusted caregiver
or service provider receives does not allow it to change
the data since the key is only kept in the owner’s gateway.
In contrast, consider storing a list of MACs in the cloud
instead of using HDI. If we use unkeyed hash functions,
the cloud and whoever has access to the cloud server
(e.g., in the proposed scenario, in the presence of secure
access control, any caregiver can do this) can change the
data. If we use keyed hash functions (without performing
any key distribution) the service provider’s UGW will
have to send the whole data block to the owner’s gateway
for verification which increases the communication cost
between UGW and OGW considerably. Otherwise, the
OGW will have to share a key with the UGW which is
a complex process (also we do not necessarily trust the
UGW with the key) that we are avoiding through HDI.

Security assumptions: HDI relies on a trusted
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verifier (OGW) that belongs to the owner of the data
(e.g., patient). The OGW stores the data in (many)
cloud servers and generates and stores the key that can
verify the integrity of data. A trusted third-party (UGW)
that wants to retrieve the data, checks with the owner
of the data through the gateway (OGW) to ensure that
the data remain unchanged compared to what the data
owner stored in the cloud. The UGW only shares small
metadata that is sufficient for the OGW to verify the
integrity of data to be used by the UGW. Under these
constraints, HDI is able to detect accidentally corrupted,
forged, or fabricated data sent to the third-party retriever
(UGW) instead of the original data. We assume that
OGW is the trusted secure verifier and since UGW is the
third party that requests the data, it only makes sense to
trust this entity with sending the correct metadata to the
verifier.

Contributions: HDI provides a solution that can store
the owner’s data, gathered from multiple sources, in
multiple clouds and verify the data integrity, when a
service provider retrieves it. The contributions of this
HDI method are:

• Each data block is hashed into an empty fixed-size
Bloom Filter. This Bloom Filter is hashed into a
Concatenated Generalized Bloom Filter (CBF). The
two-level Bloom Filter reduces the communication
cost of data integrity verification.

• To resolve the false negatives in the CBF, a hash tree
for blocks of data is created and stored in the cloud
to identify the corrupted blocks quickly.

• As far as we know, this is the first method that
specifies the ability to verify the integrity of data
from multiple sources, stored in multiple clouds,
without requiring explicit key distribution. All
processes are designed in a way to avoid any key
establishment. The key remains only in the owner’s
gateway.

• Analysis and simple hardware implementation
show that HDI performs better than or as well as
previous methods and is efficient in time, storage
and communication overhead.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2
discusses the background material on Bloom Filters
and hash functions. Section 3 describes the proposed
method to solve the problem. Section 4 analyzes our
provided solution, Hierarchical Data Integrity (HDI).
In this section, we present experimental results and
compare our provided method with previous methods.
Section 5 provides a literature review and Section 6
discusses the security of gateways, the consequences of
the gateways getting compromised, and how to secure

the gateways. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper and
summarizes our contributions.

2 BACKGROUND

We use Bloom Filters and secure hashes to ensure
data integrity verification. Here we provide a brief
background to keep the paper self-contained. Please
check references ([13], [35], [45]) for details.

Bloom Filters: Bloom Filters (BFs)( [13]) have been
used for set membership queries. A traditional BF
begins with an array of all 0s and then hashes all of
the set members using k different hash functions (not
necessarily secure hashes). Each hash yields a bit in
an array called the Bloom Filter. To check if a given
element exists in the set, the element is hashed using all
k functions and the bit map is compared to the array.
If the same bits in the array were set to 1, the element
exists in the set. BF allows false positives, but it saves on
storage and search space.

BFs have been used for password security checks [55,
40], spell checks [42, 47], speeding up database semi-
join operation [47, 12, 59], distributed caching [24, 50],
resource discovery, and routing [13, 57], checking image
existence [51], etc. Special kinds of Bloom Filters exist
for different types of applications such as key-value-
supported BF [63, 62] used for checksums, counting
BFs [24], and scalable BFs [2] that split the filter space
into k hash functions to make them scalable. Also [37,
36, 32], introduced methods to reduce the rate of false-
positive errors in Bloom Filters.

Considering that the best number of hash functions k
is k = m · ln(2)/n (see [13]), the minimum required
space in the BF for storing n items is m, which is
calculated as m ≥ n log2 e · log2(1/ε) [13], where ε
corresponds to the maximum fraction of the universe of
false positives that is tolerable. As an example, if we use
n = 12 and allow at most 1% false positive, m should
be at least 115 bits.

In the Generalized BF (GBF) [35], the initial filter
is randomly filled with 0’s and 1’s. Then, k1 hash
functions set the bit and k2 other hash functions reset the
bits. This method limits false positives, but it introduces
false negatives. Concatenation of GBFs (CBF) [45]
which consists of multiple GBFs improves robustness
and capacity since there is less insertion and therefore
fewer false negatives in each sub-filter.

Plain BFs are not enough and do not perform well
for three reasons: they are not well structured, nor well
organized, and data cannot be deleted or modified in the
case of change, because they remember old data. For
instance, all of the bits in the BF can eventually become
1 which would defeat the purpose of the BF. GBFs (and
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therefore CBFs) on the other hand tend to forget old
data. Thus CBFs also address the problem of advertising
saturated filters (all-one attacks). In this paper, we use
CBFs and we assign a dedicated part (subfilter) for each
device that generates data; therefore, for each device, the
overall BF has the most recent data. Further, a device that
generates data more frequently does not overwrite data
from other devices that may make less frequent updates.
The False Negative probability (FN) and False Positive
probability (FP) calculation is discussed in Section 3.6.2,
using formulas from [35]).

Hash functions: Simple unkeyed hash functions (e.g.,
MD-5 - that are also not secure) are used in BFs. We use
secure hashes – SHA-3 [8] (unkeyed) and HMAC [34]
(keyed) hash functions to build a secure tree which we
employ in data integrity verification in this paper.

3 HOW HDI WORKS

In this section, we provide a high-level idea of how
HDI works. Figure 1 shows the motivating scenario
where health tracking devices are connected to a trusted
owner’s gateway (that can even be the data owner’s
cellphone) called OGW, which forwards data to the
appropriate cloud servers. Later some or all of the data
are retrieved by the trusted third party data user (service
provider that requires data to provide service to data
owner) through a user’s gateway (UGW). The UGW and
OGW interact to verify the integrity of retrieved data
(the onus is on the OGW). In HDI, the OGW hashes
data blocks when they come from the health monitoring
devices into a concatenated Bloom Filter – CBF which is
stored locally in the OGW (as calculated in Section 3.6.2,
this can be as small as 10700 bits). The OGW also
creates a (keyed) hash tree to keep the (secure) hash
values of the blocks in a structured manner. The OGW
removes the leaves of the tree and sends them to a
preferred cloud server for storage. When the need arises
to verify the integrity of data, the OGW checks the
retrieved blocks using the locally stored CBF. If the data
have been forgotten by the CBF, the OGW can retrieve
the tree from the preferred cloud server and use the tree
to verify the integrity of the associated data blocks. This
distinguishes the source of mismatch up to a block of
data. If data are forgotten in the CBF due to aging and
the tree can verify the data, no action needs to be taken,
otherwise, the owner and/or the trusted third party user
is alerted to the accidental or malicious change.

3.1 Threat Model

We have the following elements in our scenario:

• Adversary: This entity sends corrupted data to

Data Owner
(e.g. Patient)

“Things”

OGW

Owner 
Gateway

Cloud A

Cloud B

UGW

User
Gateway

Data User
(e.g., Doctor)

Interaction during data retrieval 
to verify integrity

Figure 1: Motivating scenario

the third party (as an example, in the healthcare
scenario, this hurts the patient because the doctor
has incorrect information). This adversary can be
of two forms: (1) The cloud server storing the data,
which may be under attack, itself wants to forge the
data or accidentally provides corrupted data blocks
that harm the data owner. (2) An adversary that
is a man-in-the-middle that sends wrong data to
the third party instead of the cloud server and thus
harms the data owner.

• Fully Trusted OGW: This entity is the data owner’s
gateway which is secure and trustworthy. It stores
the generalized Bloom Filter and the key used for
HMACs in building the tree. It performs data
updates by storing data in the cloud, hashing them
into the Bloom Filter prior to storage, and also
hashing them securely in the tree.

• Trustworthy UGW: The UGW is the entity that
needs to retrieve and use the data to service the data
owner. If the UGW is not trustworthy it does not
have to get any data and ask for verification from the
OGW. It can harm the data owner directly without
any of these hassles; therefore, the only scenario
that makes sense is to assume that the UGW is
trustworthy.

Some more discussions of the security implications
and behavior of the OGW and UGW are included in
Section 6.

3.2 Formal Preliminaries

The HDI system’s protocols for storing data are shown in
Figure 2 and for verifying the integrity of retrieved data
in Figure 3 and have the following functions:

• KeyGen(1λ)→ κ: The OGW Generates a random
private key κ of size of λ from the keyspace K. κ is
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Wearable
Or User Device OGW Cloud

Sensing Data = (file or blocks)

<latexit sha1_base64="J5mPyJZGjqFcdhZtKUyGViobPmM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0WOxIB4r2g9oQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDVh8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/nMLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9omTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUijeRIGSdxLNaRRI3g7G9ZnffuTaiFg94CThfkSHSoSCUbTSff36pl+uuFV3DvKXeDmpQI5Gv/zZG8QsjbhCJqkxXc9N0M+oRsEkn5Z6qeEJZWM65F1LFY248bP5qVNyYpUBCWNtSyGZqz8nMhoZM4kC2xlRHJllbyb+53VTDK/8TKgkRa7YYlGYSoIxmf1NBkJzhnJiCWVa2FsJG1FNGdp0SjYEb/nlv6R1VvUuqu7deaXm5nEU4QiO4RQ8uIQa3EIDmsBgCE/wAq+OdJ6dN+d90Vpw8plD+AXn4xuqjo1V</latexit>

CBF

Data, subtree

For each block:
Insert Block in TBF
Change TBF to string and insert into CBF
Reset TBF

Use SHA-3 to create leaf nodes
         Build subtree using HMAC
         Omit leaves before sending 

<latexit sha1_base64="3n+UkiCIMt3L394cOdpga9NHJtA=">AAAB/XicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xbXG5eGoMQL2FGFD0GA+IxglkgGUJPTyVp0rPQXSPGIfgrXjwo4tX/8Obf2FkOmvig4PFeFVX1vFgKjbb9bWWWlldW17LruY3Nre2d/O5eXUeJ4lDjkYxU02MapAihhgIlNGMFLPAkNLxBZew37kFpEYV3OIzBDVgvFF3BGRqpkz9oIzwgYlqLfYZQuboeFU86+YJdsiegi8SZkQKZodrJf7X9iCcBhMgl07rl2DG6KVMouIRRrp1oiBkfsB60DA1ZANpNJ9eP6LFRfNqNlKkQ6UT9PZGyQOth4JnOgGFfz3tj8T+vlWD30k1FGCcIIZ8u6iaSYkTHUVBfKOAoh4YwroS5lfI+U4yjCSxnQnDmX14k9dOSc16yb88KZXsWR5YckiNSJA65IGVyQ6qkRjh5JM/klbxZT9aL9W59TFsz1mxmn/yB9fkDEBmU5Q==</latexit>

UpdateCBF()
<latexit sha1_base64="AdUgFaiP+xh5NFJxobMgV96J8wE=">AAAB/nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetXVDx5CRahXkoioh4LXjxWaNpCG8pmM2mXbj7YnYglFPwrXjwo4tXf4c1/47bNQVsfDDzem2Fmnp8KrtC2v42V1bX1jc3SVnl7Z3dv3zw4bKkkkwxclohEdnyqQPAYXOQooJNKoJEvoO2Pbqd++wGk4kncxHEKXkQHMQ85o6ilvnncQ3hExNxNA4rQlACT6nnfrNg1ewZrmTgFqZACjb751QsSlkUQIxNUqa5jp+jlVCJnAiblXqYgpWxEB9DVNKYRKC+fnT+xzrQSWGEidcVozdTfEzmNlBpHvu6MKA7VojcV//O6GYY3Xs7jNEOI2XxRmAkLE2uahRVwCQzFWBPKJNe3WmxIJWWoEyvrEJzFl5dJ66LmXNWc+8tK3S7iKJETckqqxCHXpE7uSIO4hJGcPJNX8mY8GS/Gu/Exb10xipkj8gfG5w9qPpW2</latexit>

UpdateTree()

<latexit sha1_base64="BKykL8YD04l8Bk4xSniOw8Id//k=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetXqkcvwSLUS0lE0WPBg4KXCvYD2lA222m7dLMJuxO1xP4ULx4U8eov8ea/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL4gF1+i639bS8srq2npuI7+5tb2zaxf26jpKFIMai0SkmgHVILiEGnIU0IwV0DAQ0AiGlxO/cQ9K80je4SgGP6R9yXucUTRSxy60ER4RMb2B0RXIcem4YxfdsjuFs0i8jBRJhmrH/mp3I5aEIJEJqnXLc2P0U6qQMwHjfDvREFM2pH1oGSppCNpPp6ePnSOjdJ1epExJdKbq74mUhlqPwsB0hhQHet6biP95rQR7F37KZZwgSDZb1EuEg5EzycHpcgUMxcgQyhQ3tzpsQBVlaNLKmxC8+ZcXSf2k7J2V3dvTYsXN4siRA3JISsQj56RCrkmV1AgjD+SZvJI368l6sd6tj1nrkpXN7JM/sD5/ACbAk9w=</latexit>

KeyGen()

<latexit sha1_base64="3n+UkiCIMt3L394cOdpga9NHJtA=">AAAB/XicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xbXG5eGoMQL2FGFD0GA+IxglkgGUJPTyVp0rPQXSPGIfgrXjwo4tX/8Obf2FkOmvig4PFeFVX1vFgKjbb9bWWWlldW17LruY3Nre2d/O5eXUeJ4lDjkYxU02MapAihhgIlNGMFLPAkNLxBZew37kFpEYV3OIzBDVgvFF3BGRqpkz9oIzwgYlqLfYZQuboeFU86+YJdsiegi8SZkQKZodrJf7X9iCcBhMgl07rl2DG6KVMouIRRrp1oiBkfsB60DA1ZANpNJ9eP6LFRfNqNlKkQ6UT9PZGyQOth4JnOgGFfz3tj8T+vlWD30k1FGCcIIZ8u6iaSYkTHUVBfKOAoh4YwroS5lfI+U4yjCSxnQnDmX14k9dOSc16yb88KZXsWR5YckiNSJA65IGVyQ6qkRjh5JM/klbxZT9aL9W59TFsz1mxmn/yB9fkDEBmU5Q==</latexit>

UpdateCBF()
<latexit sha1_base64="AdUgFaiP+xh5NFJxobMgV96J8wE=">AAAB/nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetXVDx5CRahXkoioh4LXjxWaNpCG8pmM2mXbj7YnYglFPwrXjwo4tXf4c1/47bNQVsfDDzem2Fmnp8KrtC2v42V1bX1jc3SVnl7Z3dv3zw4bKkkkwxclohEdnyqQPAYXOQooJNKoJEvoO2Pbqd++wGk4kncxHEKXkQHMQ85o6ilvnncQ3hExNxNA4rQlACT6nnfrNg1ewZrmTgFqZACjb751QsSlkUQIxNUqa5jp+jlVCJnAiblXqYgpWxEB9DVNKYRKC+fnT+xzrQSWGEidcVozdTfEzmNlBpHvu6MKA7VojcV//O6GYY3Xs7jNEOI2XxRmAkLE2uahRVwCQzFWBPKJNe3WmxIJWWoEyvrEJzFl5dJ66LmXNWc+8tK3S7iKJETckqqxCHXpE7uSIO4hJGcPJNX8mY8GS/Gu/Exb10xipkj8gfG5w9qPpW2</latexit>

UpdateTree()

Figure 2: Data storage protocol

OGW Cloud UGW

Sensing

Data, subtree

Create TBF for each block
Calculate SHA-3 for each block

A. Check TBFs against CBF
B. Use SHA values to build new subtree
     Compare new and old subtrees

<latexit sha1_base64="Pw/nJvk7qiZM3QBoy0XlBSsqJSg=">AAACAHicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avUwsLm8MgxCbciaJlwMYyEfMByRH2NnPJkr0Pd+fEcFzjX7GxUMTWn2Hnv3GTXKGJDwYe780wM8+LBVdo29/G0vLK6tp6YaO4ubW9s2vu7TdVlEgGDRaJSLY9qkDwEBrIUUA7lkADT0DLG11P/NYDSMWj8A7HMbgBHYTc54yilnrmYRfhERHTW7hPQGE9ATnOyqc9s2RX7CmsReLkpERy1HrmV7cfsSSAEJmgSnUcO0Y3pRI5E5AVu4mCmLIRHUBH05AGoNx0+kBmnWilb/mR1BWiNVV/T6Q0UGoceLozoDhU895E/M/rJOhfuSkP4wQhZLNFfiIsjKxJGlafS2AoxppQJrm+1WJDKilDnVlRh+DMv7xImmcV56Ji189LVTuPo0COyDEpE4dckiq5ITXSIIxk5Jm8kjfjyXgx3o2PWeuSkc8ckD8wPn8AXX+W1A==</latexit>

Reques
tQuery

()

<latexit sha1_base64="RJbIBcHTrUD6BpbwXWZkdJHTukk=">AAAB+3icbVBNS8NAEN34WetXrEcvwSLUS0lE0WPBi8cq9gPaUjbbSbt0swm7E2kJ+StePCji1T/izX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWaeHwuu0XW/rbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+DQPio1dZQoBg0WiUi1fapBcAkN5CigHSugoS+g5Y9vZ37rCZTmkXzEaQy9kA4lDzijaKS+XeoiTBAxfQAdR3KQVc77dtmtunM4q8TLSZnkqPftr+4gYkkIEpmgWnc8N8ZeShVyJiArdhMNMWVjOoSOoZKGoHvp/PbMOTPKwAkiZUqiM1d/T6Q01Hoa+qYzpDjSy95M/M/rJBjc9FIu4wRBssWiIBEORs4sCGfAFTAUU0MoU9zc6rARVZShiatoQvCWX14lzYuqd1V17y/LNTePo0BOyCmpEI9ckxq5I3XSIIxMyDN5JW9WZr1Y79bHonXNymeOyR9Ynz86gpR+</latexit>

Respond() <latexit sha1_base64="Qd0Uz9bz74hxChSd2A6Ng2BKTwA=">AAACA3icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ot70EixCvZREFD0WvHisYD+gDWWznbZLN5uwOxFLKHjxr3jxoIhX/4Q3/43bNoi2Phh4vDfDzLwgFlyj635ZuaXlldW1/HphY3Nre8fe3avrKFEMaiwSkWoGVIPgEmrIUUAzVkDDQEAjGF5N/MYdKM0jeYujGPyQ9iXvcUbRSB37oI1wj4hpVUEd1I8zLp107KJbdqdwFomXkSLJUO3Yn+1uxJIQJDJBtW55box+ShVyJmBcaCcaYsqGtA8tQyUNQfvp9Iexc2yUrtOLlCmJzlT9PZHSUOtRGJjOkOJAz3sT8T+vlWDv0k+5jBMEyWaLeolwMHImgThdroChGBlCmeLmVocNqKIMTWwFE4I3//IiqZ+WvfOye3NWrLhZHHlySI5IiXjkglTINamSGmHkgTyRF/JqPVrP1pv1PmvNWdnMPvkD6+MbffyX/Q==</latexit>
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subtree, TBFs, SHAs for data blocks

<latexit sha1_base64="i952+fgCp2rFWUX0rgzQ1GDOJA0=">AAACAHicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1IMHL8Ei1EtJRNFjwYvHCvYD2lA222m7dLMJuxOxhFz8K148KOLVn+HNf+O2DaKtDwYe780wMy+IBdfoul/W0vLK6tp6YaO4ubW9s2vv7Td0lCgGdRaJSLUCqkFwCXXkKKAVK6BhIKAZjK4nfvMelOaRvMNxDH5IB5L3OaNopK592EF4QMS0AepHzsqnXbvkVtwpnEXi5aREctS69menF7EkBIlMUK3bnhujn1KFnAnIip1EQ0zZiA6gbaikIWg/nT6QOSdG6Tn9SJmS6EzV3xMpDbUeh4HpDCkO9bw3Ef/z2gn2r/yUyzhBkGy2qJ8IByNnkobT4woYirEhlClubnXYkCrK0GRWNCF48y8vksZZxbuouLfnpaqbx1EgR+SYlIlHLkmV3JAaqRNGMvJEXsir9Wg9W2/W+6x1ycpnDsgfWB/fMkiWuA==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="Qd0Uz9bz74hxChSd2A6Ng2BKTwA=">AAACA3icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ot70EixCvZREFD0WvHisYD+gDWWznbZLN5uwOxFLKHjxr3jxoIhX/4Q3/43bNoi2Phh4vDfDzLwgFlyj635ZuaXlldW1/HphY3Nre8fe3avrKFEMaiwSkWoGVIPgEmrIUUAzVkDDQEAjGF5N/MYdKM0jeYujGPyQ9iXvcUbRSB37oI1wj4hpVUEd1I8zLp107KJbdqdwFomXkSLJUO3Yn+1uxJIQJDJBtW55box+ShVyJmBcaCcaYsqGtA8tQyUNQfvp9Iexc2yUrtOLlCmJzlT9PZHSUOtRGJjOkOJAz3sT8T+vlWDv0k+5jBMEyWaLeolwMHImgThdroChGBlCmeLmVocNqKIMTWwFE4I3//IiqZ+WvfOye3NWrLhZHHlySI5IiXjkglTINamSGmHkgTyRF/JqPVrP1pv1PmvNWdnMPvkD6+MbffyX/Q==</latexit>

PreVerification()

Confirm or Reject

<latexit sha1_base64="1/d8ENoFVRufjWlsfH0nRHib2f0=">AAACAHicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1IMHL8Ei1EtJRNRjwYvHCvYD2lA222m7dLMJuxOxhFz8K148KOLVn+HNf+O2DaKtDwYe780wMy+IBdfoul/W0vLK6tp6YaO4ubW9s2vv7Td0lCgGdRaJSLUCqkFwCXXkKKAVK6BhIKAZjK4nfvMelOaRvMNxDH5IB5L3OaNopK592EF4QMS0AepHLp9mXbvkVtwpnEXi5aREctS69menF7EkBIlMUK3bnhujn1KFnAnIip1EQ0zZiA6gbaikIWg/nT6QOSdG6Tn9SJmS6EzV3xMpDbUeh4HpDCkO9bw3Ef/z2gn2r/yUyzhBkGy2qJ8IByNnkobT4woYirEhlClubnXYkCrK0GRWNCF48y8vksZZxbuoeLfnpaqbx1EgR+SYlIlHLkmV3JAaqRNGMvJEXsir9Wg9W2/W+6x1ycpnDsgfWB/fMkWWug==</latexit>

Verification()

Figure 3: Data verification protocol

used for building tree hash values using HMAC 7.

• UpdateCBF (n, {Fi}ni=0, k, {Hi}ki=0, CBF, k0, k1
, {H ′i}k0i=0, {H ′′i }k1i=0) → CBF : This process is
performed in the OGW and it updates the
Concatenated Bloom Filter. Here, F is the file
that has n blocks (Fis) of data. Each block has
information about time and ID of the device that
created the data. k is the number of hash functions
in ({Hi}ki=0) which are used to set bits in a simple
Temporary Bloom Filter (TBF) (explained in
Section 3.3). CBF is the main Bloom Filter,
k0 is the number of hash functions ({H ′i}k0i=0)
that set bits in the CBF , and k1 is the number
of hash functions ({H ′′i }k1i=0) that reset the bits
in the CBF . This Update Concatenated

7 We assume that the key size is commensurate with the needed
security.

Bloom Filter function is implemented using
Algorithm 1.

• UpdateTree(n, {Fi}ni=0, subtree, κ, d) →
subtree: This process is done in OGW. F and n
are defined previously. subtree is received from
the cloud and will be updated using SHA-3 values
of the tree nodes and HMAC values of the cluster
of nodes (nodes with similar attributes (device
ID, creation time, etc.)). The key κ is used in the
HMAC and d is the maximum number of children
each node in the tree can have. The Update
Tree function is implemented using Algorithm 2.

• RequestQuery(time, IDdevice)→ IDcloud: This
function finds the corresponding cloud based on the
requested data IDdevice (the ID of the device that
generated that data). UGW forwards the request
for the data from the specific device in a specific
timeline to the corresponding cloud services.

• Respond(time, IDdevice)→ {Fi}ni=0, n,
subtree: The cloud responds to the UGW with the
matched blocks and number of those blocks along
with the subtree corresponding to those blocks.

• PreV erification(n, {Fi}ni=0, k, {Hi}ki=0, subtree)
→ {TBFi}ni=0, {SHA-3(Fi)}ni=0, subtree: This
process is done in the third-party user gateway
(UGW). {Fi}ni=0 includes the set of blocks that
are retrieved, n is the number of blocks, k is
the number of hash functions and, {Hi}ki=0 are
the hash functions for simple Bloom Filter. The
output values includes the simple Bloom Filters
({BFi}ni=0) and SHA-3 values ({SHA-3(Fi)}ni=0)
for each block and the subtree are sent to the OGW.
Pre-Verification function is implemented
using Algorithm 3.

• V erification(n, {TBFi}ni=0, CBF, k0, k1,
{H ′i}k0i=0, {H ′′i }k1i=0, {SHA-3(Fi)}ni=0, subtree, κ)
→ {0, 1}: The OGW receives the SHA-3 values,
the subtree and simple Bloom Filters ({TBFi}ni=0)
from the UGW and verifies the data. The OGW
uses SHA-3 values, the HMAC function, and the
key (κ) to rebuild a tree and compares it to the
received subtree. The output is reject (0) or verify
(1). Verification function is implemented
using Algorithm 4.

The algorithm for updateCBF, UpdateTree, Pre-
verification, and Verification methods are described in
the following corresponding sections.
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3.3 Creating and Updating Data, Bloom Filter,
and Hash Tree

HDI executes functions to create the CBF, hash tree,
and store the very first data from the wearable devices.
Further updating the data includes inserting, deleting,
or modifying a block of the data in the cloud. The
OGW has a secret key that belongs and is known only
to itself. The way data blocks, the Concatenated Bloom
Filter, and Tree are created and stored is described in
Figure 2. When the owner requests updating the data
(e.g., when the wearable device generates new data), the
trustworthy OGW, that has access to the HMAC key,
starts the process. The OGW updates the CBF using
the function UpdateCBF() and and the tree using
UpdateTree(). We recall that the CBF is a coarse
rendition for integrity checks while the tree can identify
specific data blocks. The OGW receives the data in
blocks from a device, passes the data blocks through
k hash functions to update the corresponding sub-filter
∈ C sub-filters in the CBF, updates the tree using SHA-
3 values of new data blocks, and sends the data and the
updated tree to the cloud. Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2
show these procedures and in the following, they are
explained with an example.

Algorithm 1 is described with the example in Figure 4,
Stages 1 and 2. These stages are applicable whenever
data blocks arrive, irrespective of whether it is at the start
or later. The OGW receives n data blocks from one or
more devices (e.g., n = 12 blocks). As shown in Line
4 Algorithm 1, these data blocks are first hashed into a
fixed-size temporary BF (TBF) that has been previously
reset (the fixed size is 20 bits – please see Section 3.6.1
for justification). Then the OGW treats this TBF as a
string of 0’s and 1’s and hashes this string into a CBF
(lines 5 and 6). This CBF has subsections (sub-filters)
for different devices; therefore, the most recent data
from each device is available at any time (we note again
that the CBF tends to forget old data). This procedure
is performed for the insertion and modification of data
blocks. Since the CBF tends to forget old data, we do
not explicitly consider updating the BFs in the case of
deletion of data in the cloud. The TBF will be cleared to
be used by future data blocks (line 7).
In the following, we explain the differences in creation,
insertion, deletion, and modification of the tree or sub-
tree, which is more involved than the CBF.

New tree: We first describe how the tree is created
using Figure 4 - Stage 3. At the start-up of the entire
process when the first data blocks arrive and the tree is
null, in order to build the tree, the OGW calculates the
SHA-3 value for each block of the data as the leaves of
the tree (e.g., Figure 4 Stage 3, node 1, through node

12). The reason for using plain SHA-3 is as follows.
Later during data integrity verification, SHA-3 is used
in the user’s gateway – UGW; therefore, for the first
level, we choose an unkeyed, yet secure, hash function
to avoid the expensive and complicated process of key
establishment/state between an OGW and potentially
different UGWs. Next, nodes with the same device ID
and year are grouped and hashed using HMAC (e.g.,
1,2,3 and 5 from device B and year 2020) and a secret κ
and a new node is created as their parent and tagged with
the year and device ID (e.g.,2020-B); therefore no entity
other than the OGW can manipulate these nodes. Then
nodes with the same device ID (e.g., B) are grouped and
a new node is created as their parent and tagged with the
device ID. Finally, all nodes are merged into a single root
node (Peter)8.

Algorithm 2 is described with an example similar to
that in Figure 4 – Stage 3, where the OGW updates the
hash tree. The OGW receives new data blocks from
devices, the related subtree retrieved from the cloud (the
subtree here is the set of nodes in the path from the
possible parent of the new node to the root along with
its siblings), and sibling data blocks. The node will be
added to the tree under the proper device and time (line
4, Algorithm 2). Each node in the tree stores the block
ID, date, device ID, and hash value. The OGW starts
updating the tree by calculating SHA-3 values for new
blocks and requested sibling blocks (line 6). Then, the
related subtree is updated using HMAC and the key κ on
the calculated SHA-3 values (line 7). It continues using
HMAC for updating the upper nodes until reaching the
tree’s root. The leaves are deleted from the tree to save
space.

Subtree creation & storage: The tree is then divided
into subtrees (based on the device that created the data.
Each subtree includes the data created by one device
along with the siblings of the topmost node, e.g., the
second subtree includes the nodes created using data
blocks from device B (nodes 2020-B, 2021-B, and B)
along with B’s siblings (nodes A and C).)9. The OGW
then sends the updated subtree along with the new data
to the preferred cloud server (e.g., the second subtree is
sent to cloud server B in Figure 5 (b)). The tree helps
us to check data integrity and reduce the effect of false
negatives (FN) in the local CBF as we will see later. The
key κ and the CBF remain in the OGW.

8 In stage 3, node 6 in the tree is in a rare situation, in which, it is
the only child of that branch. In this case, nodes merge together;
therefore, node 6 (which replaced A) is consist of the HMAC value
of the SHA-3 value for the block 6.

9 It is OGW’s responsibility to update node A and C when they
changed in the corresponding cloud server
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Algorithm 1: Update Concatenated Bloom Filter

1: input: (n, {Fi}ni=0, k, {Hi}ki=0, CBF, k0, k1, {H ′i}k0i=0, {H ′′i }k1i=0)
2: output: CBF
3: for each i ∈ {1 . . . n} do
4: TBF : {∀j ∈ {1 . . . k} : υ(Hj(Fi))← 1 } . Hash ith block of data in the temporary Bloom Filter (TBF)
5: CBF : {∀j ∈ {1 . . . k0} : υ(H ′

j(TBF ))← 1 } . Hash TBF in Concatenated Bloom Filter (set bits to 1 for k0
number of hash functions)

6: CBF : {∀j ∈ {1 . . . k1} : υ(H ′′
j (TBF ))← 0 } . Hash TBF in Concatenated Bloom Filter (reset bits for k1

number of hash functions)
7: TBF : {∀j ∈ {1 . . . sizeTBF } : υ(j)← 0 } . Reset the TBF for future blocks
8: end for each

*υ(i) denotes the value of bit i in the corresponding Bloom Filter

Algorithm 2: Update Tree

1: input: (n, {Fi}ni=0, subtree, κ, d)
2: output: subtree
3: for each f ∈ {Fi}ni=0 do . For each new block
4: insert the node n under the proper node . Proper node is leaves’ parent (second layer) with proper device ID

and date
5: split the branch if the number of nodes exceeds d . Split process is shown in Figure 7 and Section 3.5
6: s← SHA-3(f) . Calculate SHA-3 value for the new block
7: p← HMAC((s|∀x ∈ {siblings} : s = s⊕ SHA-3(x)), κ) . Recalculate HMAC value for parent using

children’s SHA-3
8: for each np in the path from n to subtree root do
9: np← HMAC((s|∀x ∈ {npsiblings} : s = s⊕ x), κ) . Update HMAC value for nodes in the path to the

root
10: end for each
11: end for each
12: omit leaves from the subtree
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<latexit sha1_base64="ao0nABZZXIBWyno4I+KTHnTR6Pk=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4sWSLoseiF48V7Ae0S8mm2TY2myxJVihL/4MXD4p49f9489+YtnvQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJoIbi/G3t7K6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg6bRqWasgZVQul2SAwTXLKG5VawdqIZiUPBWuHoduq3npg2XMkHO05YEJOB5BGnxDqpWcVVfH7TK5VxBc+AlomfkzLkqPdKX92+omnMpKWCGNPxcWKDjGjLqWCTYjc1LCF0RAas46gkMTNBNrt2gk6d0keR0q6kRTP190RGYmPGceg6Y2KHZtGbiv95ndRG10HGZZJaJul8UZQKZBWavo76XDNqxdgRQjV3tyI6JJpQ6wIquhD8xZeXSbNa8S8r+P6iXMN5HAU4hhM4Ax+uoAZ3UIcGUHiEZ3iFN095L9679zFvXfHymSP4A+/zB7kQjds=</latexit>

2020�B
<latexit sha1_base64="fwjTFdNEjuJqdq2KAAJqoZkHBqM=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4sWSLoseiF48V7Ae0S8mm2TY2myxJVihL/4MXD4p49f9489+YtnvQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJoIbi/G3t7K6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg6bRqWasgZVQul2SAwTXLKG5VawdqIZiUPBWuHoduq3npg2XMkHO05YEJOB5BGnxDqpWcVV//ymVyrjCp4BLRM/J2XIUe+Vvrp9RdOYSUsFMabj48QGGdGWU8EmxW5qWELoiAxYx1FJYmaCbHbtBJ06pY8ipV1Ji2bq74mMxMaM49B1xsQOzaI3Ff/zOqmNroOMyyS1TNL5oigVyCo0fR31uWbUirEjhGrubkV0SDSh1gVUdCH4iy8vk2a14l9W8P1FuYbzOApwDCdwBj5cQQ3uoA4NoPAIz/AKb57yXrx372PeuuLlM0fwB97nD7qWjdw=</latexit>

2021�B

A CB

Peter

<latexit sha1_base64="LFUhF9cQA8Mc9T1iWNYkuv0UAOg=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBiyVbFD0WevFYwX5Au5Rsmm1js8mSZIWy+B+8eFDEq//Hm//GtN2Dtj4YeLw3w8y8MBHcWIy/vcLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqG5VqylpUCaW7ITFMcMlallvBuolmJA4F64STxszvPDJtuJL3dpqwICYjySNOiXVSu4Zr/kVjUK7gKp4DrRI/JxXI0RyUv/pDRdOYSUsFMabn48QGGdGWU8GeSv3UsITQCRmxnqOSxMwE2fzaJ3TmlCGKlHYlLZqrvycyEhszjUPXGRM7NsveTPzP66U2ugkyLpPUMkkXi6JUIKvQ7HU05JpRK6aOEKq5uxXRMdGEWhdQyYXgL7+8Stq1qn9VxXeXlTrO4yjCCZzCOfhwDXW4hSa0gMIDPMMrvHnKe/HevY9Fa8HLZ47hD7zPH7wajd0=</latexit>

2021� C
<latexit sha1_base64="b12Cnrhd5AjNQVTbjyo7cwxDvPg=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBiyVbFD0WevFYwX5Au5Rsmm1js8mSZIWy+B+8eFDEq//Hm//GtN2Dtj4YeLw3w8y8MBHcWIy/vcLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqG5VqylpUCaW7ITFMcMlallvBuolmJA4F64STxszvPDJtuJL3dpqwICYjySNOiXVSu4Zr+KIxKFdwFc+BVomfkwrkaA7KX/2homnMpKWCGNPzcWKDjGjLqWBPpX5qWELohIxYz1FJYmaCbH7tEzpzyhBFSruSFs3V3xMZiY2ZxqHrjIkdm2VvJv7n9VIb3QQZl0lqmaSLRVEqkFVo9joacs2oFVNHCNXc3YromGhCrQuo5ELwl19eJe1a1b+q4rvLSh3ncRThBE7hHHy4hjrcQhNaQOEBnuEV3jzlvXjv3seiteDlM8fwB97nD7qUjdw=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="WETVqiKJmORTCPxiffkxC5EAlgc=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4sWSLoseKF48V7Ae0S8mm2TY2myxJVihL/4MXD4p49f9489+YtnvQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJoIbi/G3t7K6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg6bRqWasgZVQul2SAwTXLKG5VawdqIZiUPBWuHoduq3npg2XMkHO05YEJOB5BGnxDqpWcVVfH7TK5VxBc+AlomfkzLkqPdKX92+omnMpKWCGNPxcWKDjGjLqWCTYjc1LCF0RAas46gkMTNBNrt2gk6d0keR0q6kRTP190RGYmPGceg6Y2KHZtGbiv95ndRG10HGZZJaJul8UZQKZBWavo76XDNqxdgRQjV3tyI6JJpQ6wIquhD8xZeXSbNa8S8r+P6iXMN5HAU4hhM4Ax+uoAZ3UIcGUHiEZ3iFN095L9679zFvXfHymSP4A+/zB7eMjdo=</latexit>

2020�A

6
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single node

Stage 3: Creation of Tree. Leaf nodes are SHA-3 values and all higher level 
nodes are created using HMAC. Key is local to OGW

<latexit sha1_base64="f2YWWBxO+XEXR4LZq3r4vw8tuIU=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0nEoseCF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipORmUK27VXYCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasJbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6tarbvK7U3TyOIpzBOVyCBzdQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4Azm2M4Q==</latexit>

k

<latexit sha1_base64="s0wbEiT+r4xR9GMIFKPXtsZDgNU=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKcyKoseAF48RzQOSJcxOZpMhs7PLTK8QQj7BiwdFvPpF3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrTJW0SOm3V1hb39jcKm6Xdnb39g/Kh0dNm2SGiwZPVGLaIbNCSS0aKFGJdmoEi0MlWuHodua3noSxMtGPOE5FELOBlpHkDJ30MOrRXrlCq3QOskr8nFQgR71X/ur2E57FQiNXzNqOT1MMJsyg5EpMS93MipTxERuIjqOaxcIGk/mpU3LmlD6JEuNKI5mrvycmLLZ2HIeuM2Y4tMveTPzP62QY3QQTqdMMheaLRVGmCCZk9jfpSyM4qrEjjBvpbiV8yAzj6NIpuRD85ZdXSfOi6l9V6f1lpUbzOIpwAqdwDj5cQw3uoA4N4DCAZ3iFN095L96797FoLXj5zDH8gff5A/I3jYQ=</latexit>

k0
set

<latexit sha1_base64="WnYni6UDeJ8mshhU8VYWRjuXjPg=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0WPBi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9xm+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST27nfeeLaiFg94jThfkRHSoSCUbTSw2TgDao1t+7mIKvEK0gNCjQH1a/+MGZpxBUySY3peW6CfkY1Cib5rNJPDU8om9AR71mqaMSNn+WnzsiZVYYkjLUthSRXf09kNDJmGgW2M6I4NsveXPzP66UY3viZUEmKXLHFojCVBGMy/5sMheYM5dQSyrSwtxI2ppoytOlUbAje8surpH1R967q7v1lreEWcZThBE7hHDy4hgbcQRNawGAEz/AKb450Xpx352PRWnKKmWP4A+fzB/O7jYU=</latexit>

k1
reset

hash

Figure 4: Data/CBF/Tree creation
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<latexit sha1_base64="ao0nABZZXIBWyno4I+KTHnTR6Pk=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4sWSLoseiF48V7Ae0S8mm2TY2myxJVihL/4MXD4p49f9489+YtnvQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJoIbi/G3t7K6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg6bRqWasgZVQul2SAwTXLKG5VawdqIZiUPBWuHoduq3npg2XMkHO05YEJOB5BGnxDqpWcVVfH7TK5VxBc+AlomfkzLkqPdKX92+omnMpKWCGNPxcWKDjGjLqWCTYjc1LCF0RAas46gkMTNBNrt2gk6d0keR0q6kRTP190RGYmPGceg6Y2KHZtGbiv95ndRG10HGZZJaJul8UZQKZBWavo76XDNqxdgRQjV3tyI6JJpQ6wIquhD8xZeXSbNa8S8r+P6iXMN5HAU4hhM4Ax+uoAZ3UIcGUHiEZ3iFN095L9679zFvXfHymSP4A+/zB7kQjds=</latexit>
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Shaded nodes are omitted Can be built using 4, 7 
and 2020-B

Figure 5: Subtrees that are stored in cloud servers A,
B & C

Insertion: In the case that the tree already exists and
we want to update it, different scenarios are possible
that we explain using (Figure 6). In this figure, all
nodes that are involved in the recalculation of the tree
are shaded grey. The nodes that actually change are
shown with a yellow background. To insert a node (say
node 13 in Figure 6.top), the SHA-3 of node 13 should
be calculated, the nodes in the path to the root (nodes
2021-B, B, Peter) should be updated, and HMAC values
should be recalculated. Consequently, the OGW requires
all the siblings, including the SHA-3 values of nodes
4 and 7, as well as the node 2020-B, and nodes 6 and
C.10 After insertion, if the number of children exceeds d
(d = 4 in this example), the tree is split as described in
Split Procedure in Figure 7 and Section 3.5.

Deletion & modification: Figure 6.d depicts deletion.
If there is a need to delete node 5, the gateway (OGW)
needs to recalculate the HMAC values to re-create a node
along the path from 5 to the root which includes 2020-B,
B, and Peter; therefore, the OGW requests their Siblings
(data blocks 1, 2 and 3, as well as node 2021-B, and
nodes 6 and C) from the cloud server. In the case of
modification, the same procedure is followed, but the
OGW updates node 5 instead of removing it, and here,
the gateway needs to recalculate the SHA-3 value for
node 5 as well.

3.4 Data Integrity Verification

Verification of data integrity occurs when a third-party
user of the data retrieves it from the cloud servers.
Integrity verification is performed by the gateways

10 If the node is being inserted to a node that was previously merged
with the parent, the tree splits into two branches, and different split
points can happen based on the features of the new data. As an
example, in Figure 6.b, the new node (13) and node 6 are both
created in 2020, so both nodes will be children of 2020-A (2020-
A merges with A). In a different situation, for example in Figure 6.c,
the new node is created in 2021. In this case, node A will have two
children (2020-A and 2021-A) that each of them will have one child
and are merged with their child (6 and 13 respectively).
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Figure 6: Updating the tree: shaded nodes are needed
for the update and nodes with the yellow background
are changed

(OGW and UGW) at this time. We assume that the OGW
has authenticated the UGW to the cloud servers 11.

The procedure for verifying the integrity of the
retrieved data blocks is described in Figure 3. The user’s
gateway – UGW – requests data from a cloud provider.
The cloud provider sends the requested data blocks along
with sibling data blocks and the subtree associated with
the data to the user’s gateway. The subtree includes
the HMAC values of parent nodes that are in the path
between the requested block to the root of the tree along
with the siblings of the nodes in the path. As an example,
Figure 8 shows the requested data block, sibling data

11 To authorize and control access of the user, the owner’s gateway
may act as a temporary certificate authority and generate a one-
time password and share it with both parties (user and server). That
password can be used as an initial temporary key that helps the cloud
server to authenticate the user. It also can be used as an initial key
to set up connection keys and establish a secure connection between
the user’s gateway and the server or using TLS. This is outside the
scope of this paper
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Figure 8: Subtree for retrieving block number 4. The
darker nodes are in the path between node 4 and the
root. Lighter nodes are the siblings of the path nodes.
Dashed nodes are SHA-3 values that are omitted from
the tree; however, the cloud sends the data blocks (not
the SHA-3 values) of nodes 4 and 7 along with the
subtree.

block, and the subtree when data block 4 is requested
by the UGW.

The UGW and the OGW share the same hash
functions that are used to create the CBF (these are
unkeyed and can be public). As shown in Algorithm 3,
there is a pre-verification process at the UGW. In line 4
Algorithm 3, for each block of data, the UGW creates a
simple Bloom Filter – this process is identical to the TBF
creation. It then calculates the SHA-3 values of retrieved
data nodes (line 5) and sends them to the OGW for
verification along with the subtree. The SHA-3 values
of the data nodes need to be sent to the OGW for it to
rebuild the subtree if necessary. Note that the entire data
need not be sent from the UGW to the OGW - this saves

on communication costs. Next, the OGW verifies the
integrity of data as shown in Algorithm 4. The OGW
checks the received TBF’s against the locally stored CBF
(lines 3 to 6) . If there is no match (and this may happen
if the data are old), then the gateway rebuilds a new
tree with the received SHA-3 values and compares it
with the received tree (lines 8 to 11). If they match, a
confirmation is sent otherwise the data is rejected and
an alert is issued. In the following, this procedure is
explained in more detail with an example.

In Figure 9, the user requests the owner’s data for the
year 2021 from devices A and B (blocks 4, 6, and 7 –
see the top of the figure). The UGW sends the request
to the cloud (steps 1,2). The cloud sends the data along
with the related subtree to the UGW (step 3). The UGW
hashes the received data into three TBFs (for the three
blocks) and also calculates the SHA-3 values (step 4)
of the data blocks. The UGW sends the TBFs, hash
values, and the subtree to the OGW (step 5). The OGW
verifies the integrity of data by comparing the received
BFs’ strings against their dedicated parts (sub-filter) of
the locally stored CBF (based on the device ID) (step
6-A). New data is verified with a higher probability. If
the data are very old, the CBF may have forgotten them.
Alternatively, if the data are old, corrupted, or cannot
be verified using the CBF, the OGW uses a rebuilt tree
to verify the data (step 6-B). For this, the OGW uses
the hash (SHA-3) values to rebuild the tree. The OGW
compares the rebuilt tree with the received subtree. If the
comparisons do not match, the OGW sends a rejection
message to the UGW; otherwise, the OGW sends a
confirmation message to the UGW (step 7). The UGW
sends the blocks to the user (Doris) (step 8).

3.5 Refinements for Efficiency

In order to reduce the amount of data required to be
fetched from the server for verification, we suggest
choosing d (the number of children for each parent in
the tree) between 2 and log(n). The lower bound is 2, in
view of the fact, that it is more efficient to merge the child
and parent into a single node if a node has only one child.
The upper bound is log(n), since it limits the number
of extra sibling data blocks that have to be fetched
when data is being retrieved and verified; therefore,
the communication complexity between the cloud server
and UGW would be more efficient and is limited to
O(log(n)) (considering that subtree size complexity is
also O(log(n)) -discussed in Section 4.1). As shown in
Figure 7, if any node has more than d children, the tree
splits into two branches (in this example, we selected d to
be 4). Here we have shown this split happening between
the first six months and the next six months of the year
for illustration only - the split can be accomplished using
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Algorithm 3: Pre-Verification in UGW

1: input: n, {Fi}ni=0, k, {Hi}ki=0, subtree
2: output: {TBFi}ni=0, {SHA-3(Fi)}ni=0, subtree
3: for each i ∈ {1 . . . n} do . For each new block
4: TBFi : {∀j ∈ {1 . . . k} : υ(Hj(Fi))← 1 } . Hash ith block of data in the temporary Bloom Filter
5: SHA-3i ← SHA-3(Fi)) . Calculate SHA-3 values
6: end for each

*υ(i) denotes the value of bit i in the corresponding Bloom Filter

Algorithm 4: Verification in OGW

1: input: n, {TBFi}ni=0, CBF, k0, k1, {H ′i}k0i=0, {H ′′i }k1i=0,
{SHA-3(Fi)}ni=0, subtree, κ

2: output: {0, 1}
3: for each i ∈ {1 . . . n} do
4: resulti ← min({∀j ∈ {1 . . . k0} : min{υ(H ′j(TBFi))}}, {∀j ∈ {1 . . . k1} : min{1 − υ(H ′′j (BFi))}})
. Check if the received TBF exists in CBF

5: end for each
6: resultBF ← {∀i ∈ {1 . . . n} : min{resulti}} . resultBF is 1 if all blocks’ TBF exist in CBF
7: if resultBF 6= 1 Or randomly then . if the data are old or higher accuracy is required and 1% false negative is

not tolerable
8: Build a new-subtree using SHA-3 values:
9: 000 Merge the SHA-3i values that have the same device-ID and time interval and create HMAC parents

10: 000 Merge HMAC parents with the same device-ID and create a parent for them
11: resultTree← compare(subtree, new-subtree) . Compare the built subtree and received subtree, output is 1

if they are equal
12: end if
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other factors.
Another refinement that can be done to reduce

the communication complexity during the verification
process is to avoid sending the middle nodes of the
subtree that can be rebuilt using the received SHA-3
values; therefore, in such a case, it is sufficient to send
SHA-3 values and some high-level common parents.
As an example in Figure 5(b) nodes ”2021 − B” and
”B” can be rebuilt using current information (SHA-3
for blocks 4 and 7 and HMAC values for 2020-B) and
sending them as a part of the subtree will not add to the
security of the integrity verification. Furthermore, in the
verification phase step 6−B, it is not required for those
nodes (2021-B and B) to be compared to the rebuilt tree.

Yet another possibility that reduces the
communication overhead is to send the SHA-3 values
and the lowest common parent(s). As an example, in
Figure 8 to retrieve and verify the integrity of node 4,
only the SHA-3 value of nodes 4 and 7 and the HMAC
value of the node 2021−B are needed 12.

3.6 Tuning Bloom Filters

In this section, we discuss how to tune the size of Bloom
Filters to reduce the overhead and still have tolerable
false positive and false negative rates.

3.6.1 False-Positive Probability for Simple
Temporary Bloom Filter

As mentioned in Section 2, the size of the Bloom Filter is
m and the number of data blocks inserted into the Bloom
Filter is n; however, only one data block (n = 1) is
inserted into the Temporary Bloom Filter. For such a
simple Bloom Filter, the false positive probability (that
a block that does not exist is believed to be correct) is
calculated as FP = (1 − e(

−k×n
m ))k [35]. Based on

this formula, our analysis shows that for m = 20 the
false positive probability would be less than 0.01 when
k is between 2 and 50. As an example, the FP for
m ∈ (0, 20) and k = 3 is shown in Figure 10. For k = 3
and m = 20 we have FP = 0.0027.

12 As another example, in Figure 8, to retrieve and verify the integrity
of nodes 5 and 7, UGW sends SHA-3 values for 1,2,3,5,4,7 and
HMAC for B to OGW. In a more complicated example to retrieve
and verify the integrity of nodes 7 and 8, UGW sends SHA-3 for
4,7,8,9, and to create node Peter we also need the HMAC of node A.
There is no need to send node B since it can be created using SHA-
3 values. However, OGW still needs 2020-B (there is no need to
transmit node 2021-B since it can be created using SHA-3 values),
the same situation is true for node C that needs node 2021-C for
verifying data integrity.

Figure 10: False positive probability for temporary
simple Bloom Filter: n = 1 & k = 3

3.6.2 False-Positive and Negative Probability
for a General Bloom Filter - GBF

The false-negative probability for a GBF is calculated
in [35] and summarized in this section. Let us assume
that k0 is the number of hash functions that turn the bit to
1 and k1 is the number of hash functions that change the
bit to 0. The false-negative rate for a GBF is calculated
as shown in the set of equations below (Equation Set 1)
with comments:

Equation set 1: False Negative probability in GBF [35].

q0 = (1− e(−k0/m))

. q0 determines the probability of a bit reset

q1 = (1− e(−k1/m))× e(−k0/m)

. q1 determines the probability of a bit set
b0 = m× q0
. b0 is the probability of resetting m bits
b1 = m× q1
. b1 is the probability of setting m bits
let’s define Q as(1− q0 − q1)

p00(n− i) = [Qi +
q0

q0 + q1
× (1−Qi)]∗

p11(n− i) = [Qi +
q1

q0 + q1
× (1−Qi)]

Fn =
1

n

n−1∑
i=0

[(1− p00(n− i)b0)× (p11(n− i)b1)]

. Fn is false negative probability

* p00(n − i) is the probability of a bit that is reset in
the n − i-th insertion remains 0 after the ith insertion.
p11(n− i) is the same for a bit that is set.

Similarly, the calculation of the false positive for GBF is
calculated in Equation set 2 below with comments:
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Equation set 2: False positive probability in GBF [35].

p = p0(1− q0 − q1)n +
q0

q0 + q1
× (1− (1− q0 − q1)n)

. p is probability of a bit remaining zero after n insertions

Fp = (pb0)× ((1− p)b1)

. Fp is the false positive probability

Based on Equation sets 1 and 2, and assuming that each
owner generates one data block (each data block is 16
KB as suggested in [19]) each day and also assuming
that in most cases users may require the data from the
past year, in order to keep false positive as low as 1%,
we calculate the minimum required size of the Bloom
Filter for n = 365. With m = 10700 the false positive
probability is less than 0.01 for k ≥ 313 (where k =
k1 + k2); therefore, m ≥ 10700 bits satisfies FP ≤
0.01. Figure 11 and 12 show the FN and FP rates for
k ∈ {3, 5, 7, 10} as example.14 As shown in Table 1,
in the case the owner is storing more data blocks each
day, if we maintain m = 10700 bits, in order to keep
FP less than 0.01, k should increase. As an example, if
the owner (e.g., a patient) is creating 10 data blocks each
day of the year (3650 data blocks), in order to satisfy
FP ≤ 0.01, k should be 7. k = 7 also satisfies FP ≤
0.01 for 100 data blocks a day (36500 data blocks each
year). The reason that we do not select a higher value
of k is the FN . The false-negative probability increases
with increasing k with a small number of blocks (check
k = 7 FP and k = 7 FN in both Figures 11 and 12).
Although FN is addresses by the tree (if the data cannot
be verified by the Bloom Filter it will be checked against
the tree as explained in Section 3.4), it is more efficient
to optimize k based on the application requirements as
this reduces the time needed for integrity verification.

4 ANALYTICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS AND COMPARISONS

We first analyze HDI’s security and complexity in time,
for storage and communication. Then we simulate the
HDI process and analyze the results and compare HDI
with DPDP [19, 21]. Finally, we implement HDI in Java
using two Raspberry Pis as gateways (OGW and UGW)
and a Desktop computer as a cloud server to see how
HDI may perform in a real-world experiment.

13 The upper bound is an 8 digit number.
14 In HDI, it is more important to keep the false positives low, since

false negatives can be addressed using the rebuilt tree.

Figure 11: False-positive and negative probability for
GBF for n = 365

Figure 12: False-positive and negative probability for
GBF for n = 36500

4.1 Analysis

We discuss security and evaluate time, storage, and
communication complexity in this section.

4.1.1 Security

We discuss trust, hash functions linearity property, and
collision to analyze the security in this section.

• Trust: Trustworthiness of entities is defined in the
threat model in Section 3.1. The most important
security assumption is that the owner’s gateway -
OGW - should be fully trustworthy. No key is
shared with the UGW; therefore, the UGW will not
be able to change the data without such changes
being detected. One may argue that the cloud may
keep the old correct SHA-3 values and then tamper
with the data. The UGW cooperates with it to send
those pre-calculated SHA-3 values to OGW instead
of calculating SHA-3 values for the data it received
currently; however, if the UGW is malicious in this
way, it would be much easier for it to not even
communicate with the OGW and use unverified
data. On the other hand, this scenario does not make
sense since the UGW starts the process and asks
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Table 1: False-positive and negative probability for the different number of data blocks each day for CBF
size of 10700 bit. 365 blocks (one block per day),3560 (10 blocks per day), and 36500 (100 blocks per day)

k = 3 k = 5 k = 7 k = 10

Number of data blocks FP FN FP FN FP FN FP FN
365 0.0100 0.0351 0.0014 0.0843 0.00026 0.13627 0.000029 0.1917
3560 0.1016 0.1784 0.02876 0.2106 0.0076 0.1682 0.00097 0.0972
36500 0.1250 0.227 0.03127 0.155 0.0078 0.0904 0.00098 0.037

OGW to verify the data for it. Therefore, we also
assume that the UGW should be trustworthy enough
to verify the data with the OGW’s help. After all,
the UGW needs the correct data so that the service
provider can offer the best service to the owner.

• Linearity: One of the advantages of HDI is that
the hash functions do not have to be linear or
homomorphic as in most (if not all) provable data
possession (PDP) and proof of retrievability (POR)
provided solutions (PDP and POR are discussed in
Section 5). Here we chose SHA-3 and HMAC but
other secure hash functions can be used as well
(e.g., SHA-512).

• Collision: As mentioned in Section 3, in HDI, data
is first hashed into a simple temporary Bloom Filter
(TBF). Then the TBF will be transformed into a
string, and the string is hashed into a concatenated
Bloom Filter. The probability of detecting a forged
element as a valid one is the same as the probability
of false-positive, which in HDI would be equal to
FPt = P1 + (1 − P1) × (P2) where P1 is the
probability of having a collision in the TBF and P2

is the probability of having a collision in the CBF.
As discussed in Section 3.6.1, the false positive for
TBF is calculated as FP = (1 − e(−k×n

m ))k. For
n = 1, k = 3 and m = 20 bits, we have the
FP or P1 of 0.0027 (Figure 10). As discussed in
Section 3.6.2 in Equation sets 1 and 2, in CBF, for
n = 365 (one year data, assuming that each day 1
data block is created.), k = 7 and m = 10700 bits
the FP or P2 would be 0.0002 therefore, the overall
false positive rate would be FPt = P1 +(1−P1)×
(P2) = 0.0027 + (1− 0.0027)× 0.0002 = 0.0029.
This value will change with time – for example,
after two years the data is doubled and this value
would be FPt = P1 + (1−P1)× (P2) = 0.0027 +
(1 − 0.0027) × 0.0014 = 0.004 when the number
of blocks that are hashed into the Bloom Filters are
doubled. Therefore, it is suggested to use the tree

more frequently for older data15. In the tree, the
collision happens based on the collision probability
in SHA-3, which is negligible ([48]).

4.1.2 Storage

The cloud services store the data and the tree. The
number of children each node of the tree can have is
between 2 and d (2 ≤ d ≤ log(n)). The number of
nodes in the tree can be calculated using a geometric

progression sum as S =

(
1−dh

)
1−d , in which h is the height

of the tree (considering the value of d, h is between
logd(n) and log2(n)). Assuming we have n data blocks,
the number of nodes in the worst case, when each node
has only 2 children, is (n − 1) (note that the leaves are
omitted). Thus, the cloud storage of the tree isO(n). The
OGW stores the CBF with a fixed size (m) which has a
storage complexity of O(1). As shown in Section 3.6.2,
with n = 36500, to get a FP of 0.01 or less (with
k = 7), m should be 10700 bits. In summary, the
client storage has the complexity of O(1) (HMAC key
and CBF) and cloud storage has the complexity of O(n)
(tree) in addition to the data blocks.

4.1.3 Time

Storing the data includes the process of inserting the data
into the CBF and creating the tree. For storing n data
blocks, the time complexity of inserting data nodes into
a CBF using k hash functions is O(kn). To create the
tree, all blocks need hashing (i.e., a calculation of SHA-
3 or HMACs values) which is fast to compute [48, 34].
For a tree with 2n − 1 nodes,16 this process has the

15 We tuned out variables so carefully (e.g., k = 7 and m=10700) that
with n increasing, the FP would not exceed 0.01. As an example,
for n = 36500, the FP is 0.0027 + (1 − 0.0027) ∗ (0.0078) =
0.0104 and from this point, increasing n does not affect FP .
Choosing efficient k and m, based on the application requirement,
can make a huge difference.

16 Building the tree involves n number of SHA − 3 computations
and at most n − 1 number of HMAC computations. Although
the SHA − 3 values are omitted from the tree, they affect the time
complexity of computation.
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time complexity of O(n). Therefore, the overall time
complexity for storing n data blocks including filling the
CBF and creating the tree is O(kn).

The integrity check process includes Bloom Filter
comparisons and sub-tree rebuilding. A comparison
between BFs and CBF is done in O(1), and then there
is log(n) − 2 number of HMAC calculations to rebuild
the sub-tree; therefore, the overall verification process
time complexity is O(log(n))

To update the tree (change, insert, delete), the SHA-
3 or HMAC for the siblings is retrieved and the nodes
along the path to the root should be updated (log(n)−2).
The CBF does not have to be updated since it tends to
forget old data. The overall time complexity for updating
process is O(log(n)).

4.1.4 Communication

In the process of retrieving the data and verifying
the integrity of data, two places have communication
overhead. The communication between the cloud
server and UGW (fetching the data) and communication
between the UGW and OGW (for verifying the integrity
of the retrieved data blocks).

In fetching the data, the cloud server sends the data
(O(n)) and the sub-tree to the UGW O(log(n)). The
sub-tree is the certain overhead in HDI, which has the
complexity of O(log(n)) (n is the size of the retrieved
data). Based on the nature of the user’s query, the
data may need to include not only the requested data
but also sibling blocks of the requested data. In the
scenarios, we considered, this situation happened rarely
in experiments, where the user requested data from
a random time period and random device and mostly
included all of the children of one parent node. In
rare cases that sibling data blocks are required, in a
worst-case scenario, the number of overhead sibling data
blocks would be d − 1 data blocks (each block is 16
KB as suggested in [19] and 2 ≤ d ≤ log(n) as
mentioned in Section 3.5.); therefore, the complexity
of communication overhead between the cloud and the
UGW including sibling data blocks (O(log(n))) and
subtree (O(log(n))) still would be O(log(n)).

In verifying the data, the UGW sends the temporary
BF (O(1)), sub-tree (O(log(n))) and SHA-3 of blocks
(O(1) per block – we have at most d blocks due to the
limited number of children in the tree (2 ≤ d ≤ log(n));
therefore, the complexity is O(log(n)) to the OGW.
Hence, the entire communication overhead complexity
between OGW and UGW is O(log(n)).

Server

Gateway 
D

or

Gateway 
P

Figure 13: Elements in the implementation

4.2 Experimental Results

An implementation in hardware can help us to make
a better sense of the performance of the HDI method
in the real world. As shown in Figure 13, we
implemented a server (to emulate the cloud) on a desktop
computer using a Mac operating system (with 2.66 GHz
Quad-Core Intel Xeon processor and 8 GB 1066 MHz
memory), and Java version 8. We also implemented the
OGW and UGW on two Raspberry Pis version 3 Model
B, with a Raspbian operating system, running Java 8.
Our justification is that a Raspberry Pi can emulate an
IoT gateway (inexpensive but perhaps running a full OS).

The elements (server, OGW, and UGW) communicate
with each other using Java sockets17. We tested
this implementation on different networks including a
wireless network (WiFi with a data rate of 28 Mbps using
NET GEAR N750 wireless dual band gigabit router),
wired Ethernet network (using Cisco gigabit smart
switch SG 200-08), and finally, in order to eliminate
the effect of network connection speed and processing
power of Raspberry Pis, we also performed experiments
on a single system (PC) for comparison.

We used crowd-sourced fit-bit data sets from [26].
The devices in our experiment include HRM (heart rate
monitor), activity tracker, and calorimeter. We assumed
that each device stored its data in a corresponding server
(on the desktop). We assumed 36500 data blocks (each
block 214 bytes as suggested in [19]) as information from
a single year (each day generates 100 blocks of data) to
select the tuned Bloom Filter size (m value) for tolerable
FP and FN rates. As discussed in Section 3.6.2, to
satisfy an FP rate of at most 0.01, in CBF the value of
m = 10700 bits is enough (considering that k should
be chosen based on the number of data), as shown in
Figures 11 and 12. In the temporary BF, as discussed in
Section 3.6.1 and Figure 10, the size as small as m = 20
bits gives us the overall FP of less than 0.01.

In order to evaluate the performance, we measured the
execution time of updating and verification processes.
We repeated each experiment 100 times and calculated
the average with a 95% confidence interval as shown in
Figure 14 and Figure 15.

The experiment outcome (time) for the updating

17 The implementation is available on Github and can be reached at
https://github.com/Maryam-mary-karimi/HDI
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Figure 14: Updating time: (Left) The required time
for requesting the tree from the server and updating
it. (Right) The entire updating process including
updating CBF, updating the tree, sending the data
and the tree to the server

process is shown in Figure 14. The required time for
updating the tree and the entire updating process was
measured. Updating the tree involves requesting the
related part of the tree from the server, creating new
leaves (SHA-3 values) for new blocks of data, and
rebuilding the tree. This process took 36 ms using the
wireless network, 35ms in a wired network, and 5ms in
a single system, on average. The entire updating process
including receiving data, updating CBF, updating the
tree, and sending the new data and the tree to the server
took 552 ms using WiFi connection, 383 ms in wired
connection, and 180 ms in a single system, on average.

The verification process is shown in Figure 9. In
this experiment, we measured the verification time
(steps 4,5,6,7), starting from the time that the UGW
receives the data and metadata from Servers. The UGW
then starts negotiating with the OGW and the OGW
verifies/rejects the data and replies to the UGW. We also
measured the required processing time for the OGW to
verify the data both with CBF or the tree.

The averages in the experiments indicate that the
number of nodes in the tree is 377.7 and the average
size of the sub-tree that should be sent to the UGW
contains 50.19 nodes. On average, in 75% of the cases in
each experiment, the CBF could verify the data without
requiring the usage of the tree. In all cases, the integrity
verification time using only the CBF took less than
0.5 ms.

As shown in Table 2 and Figure 15, considering a real-
world implementation (using WiFi as the communication
network protocol and Raspberry Pis as gateways),
verifying the integrity of data blocks using CBF took
only 0.37 ms on average in the OGW, and in this
situation, the entire verification process took only 207
ms (considering the PC experiment which eliminates the
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Figure 15: Verification time: the top-left chart shows
the required time to verify the data in the owner’s
gateway, using only CBF (step6A in verification), the
top-right chart shows the required time to verify the
data in the owner’s gateway, using the hash tree
(step6B in verification), the bottom charts show the
entire verification time

network delays this time would be 63 ms). In the cases
that the CBF failed to verify the data, it takes 6.1 ms for
the OGW to verify the data using the tree. However in
most cases (more than 75%), in which the CBF is enough
for verifying the integrity of data, the verification time in
the OGW would be much less than 1 ms.

4.3 Comparison with HDI and DPDP

We also compared our method, Hierarchical Data
Integrity (HDI), with Dynamic Provable Data Possession
(DPDP) [19, 21], both analytically and experimentally
with 1GB file of 216 blocks of data. We compared the
storage in the cloud, storage on the client-side (client and

Table 2: Experimental evaluation for verification
time

Using CBF Using tree
Process in OGW all in OGW all
Step 6A 4,5,6A,7 6B 4,5,6,7
WiFi 0.37 ms 207 ms 6.1 ms 208 ms
Eth 0.44 ms 176 ms 8.7 ms 181 ms
PC 0.06 ms 63 ms 1.5 ms 63 ms
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Figure 16: Cloud storage in HDI and DPDP

gateway), and communication overhead.
In DPDP [20, 22, 19, 21], clients store data in a

rank-based authentication Skiplist (a data structure that
keeps the meta-data of n blocks as leaves and ranks
upper layers as the number of accessible leaves) in an
untrustworthy server. The nodes in the search path are
affected in the case of the insertion, modification, or
deletion of blocks. The client stores the root of the list.
Please note that as discussed in Section 5, DPDP was not
developed for the scenario we have considered, where a
trusted third-party data user needs integrity checks by
a data owner, not in the cloud. Further, DPDP does
not consider multiple data sources and multiple cloud
stores. Yet, it is a reasonably close integrity verification
approach.

As shown in Figure 16, DPDP stores its Skiplist in the
cloud with the complexity ofO(nε log(n)) (ε is expected
amortized and is between 0 and 1 [19, 21].) while HDI
stores the tree with the complexity of O(n). Storing 216

blocks in DPDP consumes 1.0084GB while in HDI it
takes at most 1.0035GB. HDI requires less storage than
DPDP in the cloud.

Storage in the client (OGW in HDI) in both methods
has the complexity of O(1). DPDP stores the root node
and HDI stores the CBF. Although they both have the
same complexity of O(1), experiments show that for
216 blocks DPDP needs 18.13 KB, while, HDI requires
4.231 KB (as discussed in Section 3.6.2, the required size
of the CBF is 10700 bits), to make sure that the integrity
of one whole year worth of data is verifiable with a false
positive probability of less than 0.01, without requiring
to use the tree for verification. HDI requires less storage
than DPDP in client storage as depicted in Figure 17.

Considering that DPDP was implemented in C++ and
HDI is implemented in Java and they used different
platforms, comparing the experimental execution time
may not be valid; however, the analytical comparison
can give us a good estimation. The integrity verification
time in both methods (DPDP and HDI with tree) has the
complexity of O(log(n)); however, experiments showed
that in HDI, in 75% of the cases, the tree is not required
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Figure 17: Client-side storage in HDI and DPDP

for data verification and the CBF alone can verify the
integrity of data. In this case (using Bloom Filters), the
verification has the time complexity of O(1) and has a
better performance than DPDP. Of course, we cannot
compare the security implications completely in the case
of using Bloom Filters. HDI and DPDP both have the
time complexity of O(log(n)) for updating the data.

We compared communication overhead as well.
Communication complexity in DPDP includes sending
the ”proof” (the path from the root to leaf) and the key
which has the complexity of O(log(n)) which would be
415.5 KB overhead in experiments [19]. As mentioned
in Section 4.1, in HDI the communication complexity is
divided into two parts: the communication complexity
between cloud and UGW and the communication
complexity between UGW and OGW.

In our experiments, the user requests data blocks from
a random device and random time period. In assessing
the communication complexity between the cloud and
UGW, based on such experiments, the query includes all
leaf-level children of one parent (recall that leaves are
SHA values that are omitted and only pointers remain
to determine which data blocks belong to this lowest-
level parent.); therefore, the communication overhead
between the cloud and UGW includes only the subtree
(with the size complexity of O(log n) which was 480
bytes on average in the experiments– n is the number
of nodes in the tree and each node size is 32 bytes);
however, imagine the case where the user queried data
that does not include all children of the lowest parent.
In this case, the cloud server should also send the
requested sibling blocks to the UGW. In the worst-case
scenario, the number of sibling data blocks is (d − 1)
and each block is 16 KB. In this case, considering the
communication between cloud and UGW, with d ≤ 28,
HDI is still better than DPDP. Consider also that DPDP
is assumed to be working with a single source of data
stored in a single cloud; hence the assumption is to have
one skip list for all data. However, if we apply DPDP
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Figure 18: Communication Overhead in HDI and
DPDP

to the multiple clouds scenario we may need multiple
skip lists which may also increase the communication
overhead by a factor of c which is the number of cloud
servers.

The communication complexity between UGW and
OGW includes temporary BFs (O(n(1)), sub-tree
(O(log(n))) and SHA-3 values (O(1)) which is
O(log(n)) in overall. Therefore HDI and DPDP have
the same communication complexity; however, as shown
in Figure 18, experiments showed that for 216 blocks,
DPDP has 415.5 KB overhead while HDI has only 1.11
KB, overhead. The number of siblings does not change
this communication overhead considerably, since each
extra sibling will add only 32 bytes (size of SHA-3
output value) to the communication overhead.).

Analytical and experimental results showed that HDI
performs as well or somewhat better than DPDP in time,
storage, and communication overhead. Analytically,
HDI has the same or less time complexity than DPDP in
verifying the data. In addition, experiments showed that
HDI surpasses and was better than DPDP in requiring
less storage and communication overhead.

5 RELATED WORK

This section discusses methods from the literature
that provide data integrity verification, provable data
possession (PDP), and proof of retrievability (POR). In
experiments explained in Section 4.3, we compare HDI
with DPDP [19] in terms of time complexity, memory
complexity, and communication cost. The procedures
used with HDI and their complexity are explained in
detail in Sections 3 and 4. Here, we provide a summary
that helps to compare HDI with other previous methods.
Then we review some previous methods in integrity
verification, PDP, and POR and compare them with HDI.

5.1 Summary of HDI

We assume that there is an owner’s gateway that stores
data in different clouds and later the trusted third party’s
gateway retrieves the data and requests the owner’s
gateway to verify the data integrity. In HDI, we verify
the integrity of the data using a hierarchical structure
of nested Bloom Filters (simple Bloom Filters inside a
generalized Bloom Filter) and a tree (that keeps HMAC
values which are derived from SHA-3 values). Hashing
the data in the Bloom Filter and creating the tree has
the time complexity of O(1) and O(n) respectively.
Updating the tree has the complexity of O(log n).
Then, we store a Bloom Filter and one key in the
client’s gateway with a storage complexity of O(1).
The key remains in the owner’s gateway and there is
no requirement for key sharing. The tree is stored in
the cloud with the storage complexity of O(n) (up to
n − 1 number of hash values). The communication
between the User’s gateway and owner’s gateway, during
verification, includes SHA, sub-tree, and simple Bloom
Filter which has the complexity of O(log n).

The verification process, in most cases, uses the
Bloom Filter which has the complexity of O(1). If data
blocks are not verified with the BF, in order to avoid false
negatives, the data integrity will be verified using the
tree which has the time complexity of O(log n). In the
following, we highlight the differences between previous
approaches (mostly provable data possession and proof
of data retrievability) and HDI.

5.2 Integrity Verification in Literature

Providing data integrity, privacy, and trust in IoT
networks has attracted much attention. In order to
balance user privacy and integrity in cloud servers, and
computational cost, authors in [61] added some user-
arbitrary weights while calculating the mean and used
users’ identity and biometric elliptic curve cryptography
to authenticate them [61]. Authors in [25] and [1]
modeled trust and reputation. Authors in [38] used a data
integrity monitored method to detect and isolate failures
in a sensor system.

In HDI we discuss how to assure that the data being
stored in the cloud, is the same data that is received from
sensors and IoT devices. It is out of the scope of this
work to check the integrity of the data that sensors and
IoT devices created at the time of creation; however,
we briefly discuss it here. Ontology Evaluation (OE)
is used to assure that IoT devices’ measurements and
information were correct and the data are coherent. OE
can be used to address the heterogeneity and diversity
of data created by devices in IoT networks. It addresses
the integrity verification problem semantically. It can be
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used to assure that the data coming from the sensors and
IoT devices were correct in the first place. Ontology can
be based on rule, evolution, metric, application, data-
driven, evaluation by humans, gold standard (compare
with a high standard reference), and task. OE can be
done with different aspects such as syntax, structure,
vocabulary, semantics, representation, and context. It is
important to build the ontology correctly (verification) in
both lexical and structural features and build the correct
ontology (validation) [44].

The authors in [29] used a cryptographic one-way
hash to detect up to d defective items in a set of n
items. They proposed a digital watermarking technique,
to encode authentication information in a data structure
D. They did this by modifying non-data fields, in a way
that they should not be immediately identifiable by an
adversary. In their model, the adversary modified the
values of D but not the topology of D’s pointers. The
adversary had the knowledge of the algorithm but not the
cryptographic master key. The authors built a program
that identified up to ‘d’ number of changes and made it
probabilistically difficult for an adversary to reproduce
the database structure. The idea in [29] came from blood
testing in which a test consists of selecting a sample
including ‘t’ items and performing a single experiment
that determined if the sample contained bad blood. They
produced a t × n matrix, where for any d + 1 columns
there was one designated, with non-adaptive combined
group testing scheme performed on each row. The
column with a negative test result had 1 in a row and
was removed. The remaining columns corresponded to
bad elements.

In the method described in [29], the only quantity that
is needed to remain at the client-side was a key. In our
method (HDI), a Bloom Filter and a hash key, both of
fixed size, are needed to be stored in the gateway; both
methods have the same client-side storage complexity
of O(1). In [29], the authors add some watermarks
to the data in the cloud that has the complexity of
O(d3 log n log d) where ‘d’ determines how many
defective items can be identified and n is the number of
bits. In HDI, considering each item as a block of data, the
extra memory required in the cloud has the complexity of
O(n). Depending on d, HDI can either perform better in
storage or better in detecting more modifications to data
blocks. The work in [29] did not consider updating the
data, or retrieval by a third party.

Multi-party fair exchange and blockchains have been
used for exchanging items that are efficiently and
verifiably encrypted [33]. These methods are not
practical to be used for large files and are more
useful towards keeping track of transactions, signing
agreements, etc. In FairSwap [18], authors used
optimistic blockchain-based fair exchange -in which a

trusted third party verifies the data only in cases where
two parties cannot reach an agreement and for signing
contracts between two parties. In recent work in [3],
authors used coin-based fair exchange for exchanging
large files between multiple parties. While it was
unnecessary for all parties to receive the file in previous
schemes, in coin-based fair exchange all parties receive
the file at the same time (requires synchronization) and if
anybody does not, the sender that did not send its share
needs to compensate the rest; broadcasting the message
here has a complexity of O(n2). Further, in [3], the key
belongs to the trusted third party, the prover encrypts the
message and the receiver verifies the ciphertext message.
The process has 3 phases: (1) Parties generate a public
key and obtain their share of the file (2) They encrypt
their share of the message with a symmetric key and
forward it to anyone requires it. (3) They generate a
decryption and a proof for every party that requires it.

The protocol in [3] includes exchanging of many
messages and the communication cost has a complexity
ofO(n2) for each participant (blockchains typically have
large communication costs). HDI has a complexity
of O(1) for the number of communications and
each communication has only the size complexity
of O(log(n)). Further, HDI does not involve any
key sharing versus [3] that includes both symmetric
keys sharing between the parties and an additional
asymmetric key with a trusted third party [3]. HDI does
not require an additional trusted third party.

5.3 Provable Data Possession in Literature

In this section, we review the literature in PDP. The work
in [4] provides provable data possession at untrusted
stores, using fully additive homomorphic signatures;
however, since it is not secure, they added one-time
indices to make it secure. In homomorphic message
authentication, the user generates a set of tags that
authenticates some values using a secure key. This
method is able to dynamically add blocks without re-
tagging the entire file, support unlimited verification, and
with some variations, it also supports public verifiability;
however, even the publicly verifiable modified version
of this work requires sharing the key with other entities
which we avoid in HDI. Other work such as [6, 27,
15, 5, 52] all tried to provide more efficient PDPs.
In [28] a Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange and Merkle
hash tree is used which has a storage overhead as
large as the file itself to reduce the server computation;
however, this method increased communication. The
works in [27, 16] are RSA-based PDP approaches that
have a communication complexity and client storage
complexity of O(1); but, they have heavy computation
on the server, and performing RSA over a file is slow. In
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[52], authors provide a method in which the signature of
the parity blocks is equal to the parity of the signature
of the data blocks and use this method to provide a
PDP approach with a communication complexity of
O(n). In [53, 64], authors used Diffie-Hellman-based
approaches; however, in both approaches, the client
has to store n bits per data block; therefore, these
methods would not be efficient if data blocks are small.
All these methods involve public-key cryptography and
they all require key sharing which we avoid in HDI.
Some PDP schemes are based on identity to eliminate
the requirement for public key certificates [49]. They
eliminated PKI (public key infrastructure); therefore
when the third party verifier wants to very the data for
data owner it should receive the key from PKG (public
key generator) by using the identity of the data owners.
HDI eliminates the process of key sharing completely.
Authors in [30] designed a PDP scheme that performs
multiple updates at the same time by using a Merkle hash
tree that enables updating the values of multiple leaves
and their parents up to the root which also requires key
sharing [30].

Authors in [7] discussed an amortized verifiable
computation in which the client provided a function
and an input to the server. The server replies with the
answer and proof of the correctness of the result. The
evaluation of polynomials was derived from very large
data sets. Initially, the client stores the data on the
server with some authentication information and keeps
a short secret key. The server computes a result with
an authentication code. The client keeps the clear text
polynomial P and a vector of coefficients. The server
has a vector of groups of the form gaci ri in which ri is
the ith coefficient of polynomial R and was calculated
using a pseudorandom function. When queried, the
server replies with y = P (x) and t = gaP (x)+R(x) and
the client accepts y if t = gay+R(x). One application
of [7] is in verifying outsourced computation to make
predictions based on polynomials fitted to many sample
points in an experiment. Another application is updating
data and performing verifiable keyword searches and
securing proofs of retrievability. For an n variable for
polynomial of degree d, assuming Decisional Diffie-
Hellman the required time for the setup is O((n + d)d).
After the setup, the required time is O(nd) in the client
and isO((n+d)d) in the server; while in HDI, the set up
time is O(n) and it avoids key sharing while [7] requires
key sharing.

In the work in Catalano-Fiore [14] a value m
is encoded into 1-degree polynomial y, where
y(0) = m and y(α) = Fk(L), where F randomizes
a label. The server creates a new MAC with n
authentication polynomials (y1, y2, ...yn) that
authenticate m as result of f(m1, ...mn) and also

y(α) = f(Fk(L1), Fk(L2), ..., Fk(Ln)). Before
this work, existing verification algorithms were
not time efficient. The server sends m′ to the
client that could test whether m′ is the result of
f(m1,m2, ....,mn) by checking if y(0) = m′

and y(α) = f(Fk(L1), Fk(L2), ..., Fk(Ln)).
The authors avoid the time consuming y(α) =
f(Fk(L1), Fk(L2), ..., Fk(Ln)) part by safely reusing
labels. They constructed a pseudo-random scheme that
pseudo-computes a piece of the label. They split the
labels into 2-dimensions: the data set identifier and
input identifier represented as (∆, τ) that allows the
same τ in labels. Also with a pseudo-random function
F using new amortized closed-form efficiency, if a
user pre-computes some information wf with same τs
and different ∆s it is possible to use wf to compute
W = f(Fk(∆, τ), Fk(∆, τ), ..., Fk(∆, τ)) in constant
time. The client either should store the labels, which is a
2-dimensional matrix, and/or compute them, which has
time and communication complexity of at least O(n2)
and it is not efficient compared to HDI which has the
complexity of O(n). In addition, this scheme requires
public key sharing.

In Dynamic Provable Data Possession (DPDP) [20,
22, 19, 21], clients store data and a Skiplist in an
untrustworthy server. The skip list is a data structure
that keeps the meta-data of n blocks as leaves and
ranks upper layers as the number of accessible leaves.
This method is based on rank-based authenticated skip
lists. The nodes in the search path are affected in the
case of insertion, modification, or deletion of blocks.
The client keeps the label of the top-leftmost element
in the skiplist which is the root of the list. The
validation of data integrity consists of the hash of nodes
in the verification path (leaf to root) with the size of
O(log(n)). For updating the data, the client verifies
the new proof and computes the new label of the root
node after the update. The updating process affects
nodes along the verification path with the length of
O(log(n)). As shown in Section 4.3, HDI outperforms
DPDP in storage: O(nε log(n)) in DPDP comparing to
O(n) in HDI, time: both O(log(n)) if HDI uses tree;
however, HDI is O(1) if the Bloom Filter is used and
communication costs: both have the same complexity
of O(log(n)): however, experiments show that HDI’s
communication cost for a 1G file verification is 1.11KB
while in DPDP it is 450KB. The DPDP scheme is
based on homomorphic verifiable tags combined with
authenticated data structures, such as Merkle trees,
skip lists, hash tables, etc. to store them. There
are other variations of DPDP that may serve specific
requirements such as blockless DPDP, RSA-tree-based
DPDP, and FLexlist DPDP. Authors also developed a
Generalized DPDP that separates the process of creating
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tags and building the authenticated implicitly-ordered
data structure. Therefore, after proving the security of
data structure, their framework can be used to create the
basic DPDP scheme[23].

5.4 Proof of Retrievability in Literature

In [31, 54, 17, 11] proof of retrievability (POR)
is provided which applies to encrypted files only
and supports limited numbers of challenges. High
Availability and Integrity Layer (HAIL) [10] provided
proof of retrievability (POR) for a trusted verifier that
checks the integrity of data and corrects the errors
where the file is distributed across multiple servers with
redundancy across servers and the threat model has a
Byzantine adversary that can corrupt multiple servers at
a time. In HAIL the client stores only the key. It assures
granularity of a full file by detecting server faults in
a challenge-response reactive cryptographic system and
recovers corrupted files using cross-server redundancy.
The file is publicly verifiable even if it is encrypted. They
build an IP-ECC (Integrity protected error-correcting
code) which combines MAC and parity and aggregate
responses by combining MACs across multiple blocks.
In HAIL the client is the one that verifies the data and it
does not support public verifiability. In HAIL the server
code overhead is 9% of the file size for a 1G data while
in HDI as explained in Section 4.3 the storage overhead
in cloud servers is only 0.35%. In addition in HDI, the
user is the one that receives the data and the gateway
verifies the data without sharing any key with any party;
however, HAIL requires sharing the public key with the
cloud but provides error correction and redundancy.

6 DISCUSSION

In this paper, we develop a hierarchical data integrity
(HDI) verification method for connected health devices,
that can be used with other IoT services, when we have
multiple sources and data is being stored in multiple
clouds. In this method, there is a gateway that exists
on the data owner’s side (OGW) that stores the data in
multiple could servers. We verify the integrity of the data
using a hierarchical structure of nested Bloom Filters
(simple Bloom Filters inside a generalized Bloom Filter)
and an encrypted hash tree (that stores keyed-HMAC
values which are derived from SHA-3 values). We store
a Bloom Filter and one key in the owner’s gateway and
there is no requirement for key sharing. The hash tree is
stored in the cloud.

A gateway on the user (third-party) side (UGW)
retrieves the data and requests the OGW to verify the
data integrity. The communication between the UGW
and OGW during verification, includes SHA values, the

sub-tree, and a simple Bloom Filter. The verification
process, in most cases, uses the Bloom Filter; however,
if the data are not verified to be unchanged, to avoid false
negatives arising with the Bloom Filter, the data integrity
will be verified using the encrypted hash tree. Results
show that this scheme reduces the complexity of time,
storage, and communication required for verifying the
integrity of data without requiring explicit key sharing.

In this scheme, we have two security assumptions.
First, OGW is trustworthy and secure. Second, UGW
is trustworthy and secure. We clarify these assumptions
in the following:

1. OGW has to be trustworthy. This is the strict
minimum security requirement for this scheme.
Every security scheme depends on the secret key,
and in HDI the secret encryption key for the tree
is stored in OGW. All the processes are managed
so that OGW never shares this key with any entity.
The secret key is used in the hash tree (hash
values are keyed-HMAC values) and this cannot
be compromised without having the key (assuming
secure encryption and hashing schemes). We can
assume that OGW gets partially compromised, e.g.,
the CBF gets manipulated; in this case, we can still
use the encrypted tree for verification. However,
if we assume that OGW is totally compromised
then the secret key is revealed and the tree can be
compromised. If we cannot trust the OGW with
either the CBF or the key, then there is no way to
verify the integrity of data. Therefore it is a strict
necessity for the scheme to make sure that OGW is
secure and can store the key securely.

2. If UGW gets compromised, the problems are
different. A service provider does not require
communication with the OGW and can hurt the
patient (or data owner) directly; the compromised
UGW does not ask for integrity verification of
the data since it intends to compromise the data.
Therefore, it does not make sense to assume that
a UGW is compromised and would still use this
scheme.

To assure the security of OGW and UGW authors
in [41] describe a platform based on the combination
of software defined network (SDN) [43] and software
defined perimeter (SDP) [9, 46]. The combination
of SDN and SDP assures the safety and security of
OGW and UGW through a global network view and
the flexibility of SDN and security mechanisms of SDP.
This software defined platform has a single controller
that authenticates and checks the security parameters of
each entity before allowing it to communicate with other
entities in the network. Each authenticated entity should
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send a request for communicating with another entity,
the controller authorizes the connection, and creates
secure communications between them [41].

7 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we develop a solution that can store the
owner’s data, gathered from multiple sources, in multiple
clouds and verify the data integrity, when the service
provider retrieves it. We assumed a scenario where
the data owners (e.g., patients) own their data (e.g.,
medical data) and replace expensive monitoring devices
with wearable devices. Since the cloud services are
provided by different vendors and may not be reliable,
trustworthy, or secure, the data owner should be able to
verify the integrity of their data with local information
but not have significant storage, communication, or
computational overhead. Therefore, we suggest and
create a hierarchical model that uses Bloom Filters and a
Hash Tree to verify the integrity of data.

The methodology is hierarchical – this feature helps
us to trade-off between the trustworthiness of retrieved
data and speed. Each data block is hashed into an empty
fixed-size Bloom Filter. This Bloom Filter is hashed
into a concatenated generalized Bloom Filter (CBF). The
two-level Bloom Filter reduces the cost of data integrity
validation. To resolve the false negatives in the CBF, a
hash tree for blocks of data is created, encrypted, and
stored in the cloud. The hash tree is trustworthy but it
is slower; however, the Bloom Filter is speedy, but it
introduces false negatives and false positives and may
not be completely secure. If the application’s security
is more important, we can set a flag to occasionally
check the tree, as an extra verification step, even in
cases that the Bloom Filter was enough to verify the
integrity of data. One can imagine a challenge-response-
like protocol in such situations.

As far as we know, this is the first method that specifies
the ability to verify the integrity of data from multiple
sources, stored in multiple clouds, without requiring
explicit key distribution. The key remains only in the
data owner’s gateway. This method has the advantage
of having the capability to verify the integrity of data
that is coming from multiple sources and is stored
in multiple servers, and as experiments and analytical
comparisons show, HDI still surpasses or is comparable
to the methods that work with a single source and single
server. Results showed that HDI is efficient in time,
storage, and communication overhead.

This method may apply to applications such as
healthcare as well as storing data from smart homes in
cloud servers, smart city data, smart cars, smart farming,
etc. and the parties that need access to those data can be

banks (who wants to give loans), insurance companies,
city departments, or other service provider companies.
Gateways will have to mediate the verification of data
integrity.

We plan to examine and analyze security attacks
in detail in the future and investigate how they may
interfere with HDI and how we should make HDI
secure against those attacks. For example, we have
not carefully considered a curious cloud provider or a
malicious adversary. We plan to compare this method
with blockchain integrity check approaches. We also
plan to improve this approach to be able to perform error
correction by improving either the Bloom Filter structure
or improving hash functions used in the tree. In addition,
one possibility for future work is to integrate an ontology
layer to detect errors and check integrity of the data at
the source. Ontology has been widely used to examine
devices’ measurements, information correctness and the
data coherency and we plan to add another integrity
checking layer this way.
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IMPLEMENTATION CODE
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